Accuracy of the central landmark for catheterization of the right internal jugular vein after placement of the ProSeal laryngeal mask airway.
Catheterization of the internal jugular vein (IJV) after placement of a laryngeal mask airway (LMA) has been reported to be difficult. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of the central landmark for catheterization of the right IJV after placement of a ProSeal LMA. We enrolled 80 patients (30 men and 50 women) who were scheduled to undergo surgery under general anesthesia conveyed by a size 3 ProSeal LMA. A needle pathway based on the central landmark for right IJV catheterization was simulated. Ultrasound images were obtained, which we contrasted with the simulated pathway to evaluate whether the landmark accuracy remained unchanged after placement of the ProSeal LMA. Both frequency of simulated right carotid artery (CA) puncture and overlap between the right IJV and right CA were also investigated. The simulated needle pathway ran along the course of the right IJV in 60% (48/80) of subjects, and transected the CA in 31.3% (25/80) of subjects. Both events together occurred in 20% (16/80) of subjects. The central landmark had a medial bias of 6.8 mm (95% confidence interval, 5.3-8.4). In 83.8% (67/80) of subjects, the center of the right IJV was lateral to the central landmark. The possibility of overlap of the right IJV and CA was high after ProSeal LMA placement. After placement of the ProSeal LMA, the central landmark could not offer a good success rate at the first puncture attempt. When using the central landmark to catheterize the IJV after a ProSeal LMA placement, medial deviation of the central landmark should be considered. Ultrasound guidance may be helpful in difficult cases.